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ABSTRACT
It has been clarified by researchers that insulators having contact angles, e.g. ± 45° with regard to the plane electrodes, is hard to acquire charge when they are exposed to high voltages in vacuum. For example, an insulator in the shape of a truncated frustum is free from charging. However, since such insulator has inevitably large volume, it obstructs the compactness. On the other hand, roughening insulator surface is also effective to prevent the surface from charging. In this case, the cost for roughening the entire surface may be high when the insulator is large. In this paper we review our previous investigation results and describe new experimental results aimed at developing feasible and compact insulators used in vacuum. Surface charging characteristics of partially and mechanically processed insulators have been studied for this purpose. That is, the charging phenomena when such insulators are exposed to a ramped dc or ac voltage have been observed by using a capacitive probe embedded in the cathode. Firstly, we describe of a partially roughened cylindrical insulator, where the height of the roughened surface measured from the cathode is varied keeping the total length constant. Secondly, we describe a cylindrical insulator having a truncated conical frustum or a chamfer at its cathode-side end. Based on these experimental and simulation results we prove that the partial mechanical processing is effective to control and suppress the insulator charging in vacuum.

Index Terms = Surface charge, flashover, depression and control of charging, dc and ac high voltages, roughening, truncated conical frustum, partial processing, vacuum.

1 INTRODUCTION
BESIDES vacuum circuit breakers, equipment requiring insulation of high voltages or high electric fields in vacuum include generators and accelerators of charged particle beams like electrons, ions, heavy ions; pulsed power equipment; electron microscopes; microwave tubes; X-ray tubes; and others. Furthermore, high-voltage insulation is also needed in the development of new generation flat panel displays (FPD). Another related problem is the insulation of the cover glass of solar cell arrays for satellites [1,2]. In such vacuum equipment, the insulation problem involves not only the vacuum gap between the metallic electrodes, but also the supporting solid insulators (called ‘spacers’ below) in parallel with that. Generally, the insulation strength of surfaces is extremely poor, and the discharge voltage (or flashover voltage) shows considerable saturation with respect to the insulation length; thus great care is needed in the design of vacuum insulations.

The materials used for the spacers holding the high-voltage electrodes in these equipment is usually alumina or other ceramics, but polymers or glasses are also used, depending on the environmental requirements, cost, forming and machining properties etc. Their shape can be cylindrical or angular for internal parts, or tubular when used as the vacuum vessel.

In the vacuum region, the electrons emitted due to extremely high field caused at the imperfect contact areas between the cathode and the insulators (triple points) impact on the insulator, and cause surface charging of the insulator through the SEE (Secondary Electron Emission Manufecturing).
Avalanche) process [3] and thus surface discharge. Therefore, much effort have been put into the study of methods for controlling the secondary electron emission characteristics of the spacer surfaces [4] as well as into finding such shapes for the spacer that make them difficult to impact on the surface (i.e. into improving the electric field distribution) [5,6], which are the main approaches used to reduce the charging effect. We report here our theoretical and experimental results concerning the reduction of charging.

2 CHARGING PROCESS OBSERVED BY PROBE

We have adopted the probe arrangement shown in Figure 1 to observe the charging process in real time [7]. In order to avoid influencing the electric field in the discharging region, part of the surface of the cathode is insulated. Furthermore, to prevent electrons or ions directly entering the probe, it is embedded in the insulator test piece. The shape of the probe is adjusted to the exterior shape of the insulator, and made into a ring. In case of a test piece with relatively small diameter, the charging effect is usually even in the peripheral direction [8] (that is, it is circularly symmetrical), thus the ring shape is appropriate. It is possible to treat the case of peripherally uneven distributions, by subdividing the ring into segments [9]. In any case, the probe is connected to a condenser, and the measurement signal is obtained from its terminal voltage. By converting this terminal voltage to the electric field, it will be the sum of the applied field $E_g$, and the field $E_s$ due to the surface charge [7].

Since we locate the probe near to the cathode triple junction, as close as possible, we denote the summation of the fields as $E_{TJ}$; $E_s + E_g = E_{TJ}$. $E_s$, $E_g$ and thus $E_{TJ}$ are average electric fields on the probe located close to the triple junction and is not identical to the field at the triple point. The electric field strength at triple point due to the surface charge can be almost ten times higher than the measured $E_s$ when we calculate the field strength taking a simulated surface charge distribution in to account [10].

In Figure 2, we show an example of the charging process observed by using the probe. In this graph, we show the probe signal $E_{TJ}$ measuring the electric field in the vicinity of the triple point at the cathode surface, for the case of a
ramped dc voltage acting on a cylindrical test piece (diameter 54 mm, length 10 mm, average surface roughness $R_a = 0.17 \mu m$). Thus $E_T$ is the sum of the external field component $E_g$ and the charging field component $E_s$. As the voltage is increased, at reaching a certain point, charging will begin, and $E_s$ is superposed on $E_g$. It is apparent that $E_s$ is approximately proportional to the terminal voltage, which agrees with the charging theory according to the SEE mechanism [3]. When we remove the terminal voltage (in Figure 2, it is 20 kV), $E_g$ becomes zero, but the $E_s$ component remains, indicating that the test piece stays charged. Subsequently, when a small amount of e.g. air is let into the vacuum chamber, the electric field of the remaining charges causes low-pressure discharge (denoted as 'Silent discharge' in the graph), and the charge is readily dispersed. From this phenomenon, we can assume that only the surface had been charged.

3 EFFECT OF SURFACE ROUGHNESS

3.1 SIMULATION

One very simple and effective method of controlling the charging effect is by increasing the surface roughness of the spacer [11]. If we simulate the path of the electrons emitted from the cathode, an enlarged image will look like Figure 3. Figure 3a shows the state at the beginning of the charging, when some of the electrons impinge on the spacer surface, and the secondary electrons move toward the anode without re-entering the spacer. As the surface charging progresses, the field due to the positive surface charges prevents the secondary electrons from leaving, with the height of the resulting path (the so-called 'hopping height') staying in the range of a few tens of $\mu$m from the surface. Figure 3b shows this situation, where the trajectories of ‘hopping’ secondary, tertiary, ... electrons, that eventually become an avalanche. When the charging progresses still further, the height of the path from the surface gets at or below the 1 $\mu$m range [11]. Therefore, if the surface has larger irregularities than this, it is expected that the electrons will not be able to pass over them.

3.2 EXPERIMENTS CONCERNING THE EFFECT OF SURFACE ROUGHNESS

In Figure 4, we show experimental results obtained with varying the surface roughness of test pieces from about 0.1 $\mu$m to a few tens of $\mu$m. The abscissa is $E_s$, normalized with $E_g$, indicating the charging strength. As this example shows, the charging strength decreases with increasing surface roughness, and in case of PMMA, above around 2 $\mu$m, we get $E_s / E_g = 0$, that is, charging no longer occurs. When we consider further the experimental results obtained with glass and alumina, we can say that above around 3 $\mu$m, we can practically control the charging process, irrespective of the material [11]. At an average surface roughness of around 3 $\mu$m, the insulating strength will improve by about a factor of 2.

3.3 THE EFFECT OF PARTIAL ROUGHENING

In order to find out what part of the spacer needs to be roughened to be effective, we have studied the charging characteristics of spacers with their surface roughened at distances of $h$ from the cathode. The result is shown in Figure 5. In this experiment, the roughness of the area within the height $h$ was set to either to $R_a = 1.67$ or to 3.70 $\mu$m, with the rest set to $R_a = 0.17$ $\mu$m. As it is seen from the graph, it is sufficient to roughen an area within $h = 3$ mm in order to achieve a charging control effect.

In the case when a part of the anode side surface was roughened, the $E_s / E_g$ increased with the decrease in the roughened area.
4 EFFECT OF THE SPACER SHAPE

When the spacer surface is perpendicular to the cathode, the electric field strength in the vicinity of the triple point is proportional to the applied voltage $V_{ap}$, divided by the gap distance $d$ equaling to the spacer height. That is, $E_g = V_{ap}/d$. However, if the cathode and the surface of the spacer are conically shaped and meet in an obtuse angle, the electric field strength at the triple point can be reduced considerably from $V_{ap}/d$. Furthermore, in such case the electric field in the vacuum changes its direction so that it will repel the electrons from the spacer surface, thus they will not impinge on the surface and thus will not contribute to the charging. Therefore, the charging component will become zero, and if we perform the same measurement like in Figure 2, $E_g$ and $E_{TJ}$ will overlap [12].

However, as it can be easily seen, if the supporting spacer is made conical, the volume occupied by it will be large, conflicting with the goal of making the vessel compact. Therefore, we need to find a way to prevent the growth of the spacer size.

We have therefore investigated the charging reduction effect for the case when instead of making the whole spacer conical, it remains cylindrical, except for the region connecting with cathode where it is made conical. The compactness of the spacer depends on how tall this conical part is. In our case, the total height of the spacer is 10 mm, and we have varied the height $h$ of the conical part from 3 to 10 mm. In Figure 6, we show the simulated electron path for the case of $h = 3$ mm, from where it becomes clear that even if only part of the spacer is made conical, it still has an inhibitive effect on the impacting of electrons. Also, from our measurements by probes, as shown in Figure 7, we can see that $E_{TJ} = E_g$, confirming the absence of charging. Furthermore, in case of $h = 3$ mm, the flashover voltage was found to be 1.5 times higher [13].

In the above Figure 6, we have used a skirted cylindrical shape, but the charging control effect is also observed in the case when the spacer cuts into the end of the cathode. Figure 8 shows such a result, with the abscissa showing the height $h$ of the insert region, and the ordinate showing the ratio of the charging component to the applied field ($E_g/E_{av}$) with $E_{av}$ as average electrical field; $E_{av} = V_{ap}/d$. Note that the real geometrical field $E_g$ for this type of insulator is $k$ times higher than $E_{av}$, $k$ depends on the height $h$, and also on the insert angle $\beta$. $k$ is calculated to be 1.2 - 1.5 in our
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**Figure 6.** An insulating spacer model with a frustum at the cathode end. (PMMA, $\alpha = 45^\circ$, $h = 3$ mm).

![Figure 7](image7.png)

**Figure 7.** An example of charge measurement when a cylindrical insulator with a frustum is subjected to a ramped voltage. (PMMA, $\alpha = 45^\circ$, $h = 3$ mm, $R_s=0.17 \mu m$).

![Figure 8](image8.png)

**Figure 8.** Relation of charge magnitude with $h$. (PMMA, $R_s = 0.17 \mu m$).

![Figure 9](image9.png)

**Figure 9.** Relation of charge magnitude with $h$ for roughened surface. (PMMA, $\beta = 45^\circ$, $R_s$ of the surface of cylindrical part is 0.17 $\mu m$).
study.) As the graph shows, the ratio depends on \( \beta \), but \( E_s / E_{av} \) gets lower with the increase in \( h \). For \( \beta = 45^\circ \), there is practically no charging effect for \( h \geq 5 \).

When we combine the effect of spacer shape discussed above, and the effect of roughening the spacer surface, which was treated in Section 3, the results are shown in Figure 9. As seen from the graph, for the conical part having an average surface roughness of \( R_a = 2.9 \mu m \), it is sufficient for it to have a height \( h = 1 \) mm, in order to achieve stable control of the charging effect [13].

In this experiment the distance between the charge and the probe increases with \( h \). However, we believe that the influence of increasing distance onto the charge measurements is limited, since it is deduced from the results with Figure 9 that the charging in this case takes place on the conical part of the surface.

5 EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF THE SHAPE EFFECT FOR AC VOLTAGE

In this section, we consider the effect of the spacer shape in the case of ac voltage. For ac voltage, both the lower and the upper electrodes become cathode according to the phase, thus it is desirable to have conical sections on both ends of the cylindrical spacer. As an example, we consider the case of a spacer of 10 mm height, with both ends made conical, as shown later in the inserts of Figures 12 and 13, and the length \( h_1 \) of the conical sections is varied. The angle (\( \alpha \) or \( \beta \)) between the cathode surface and the spacer is kept constant at \( \alpha = \beta = 45^\circ \). In this experiment, the surface roughness of \( R_a = 0.34 \mu m \) is employed. However, the change in charging effect due to the increase in surface roughness from \( R_a = 0.17 \mu m \) to \( 0.34 \mu m \) is not significant as it can be deduced from the results shown in Figure 4. Therefore, we believe the results with \( 0.34 \mu m \) surface finish are practically the same when we analyze the effect of the conical sections.

First, the case of \( h_1 = 0 \), that is, when a cylindrical spacer with no conical sections is directly exposed to ac voltage, is shown in Figure 10. The graph shows the charging component \( E_s \), obtained by deducting the impressed field \( E_g \) from the probe signal \( E_{ TJ} \). As seen from this \( E_s \), the charging component has positive polarity, irrespective of the ac phase, that is, of the voltage polarity. The rising edge of the rectangular wave component occurs at the positive phase, while the falling edge at the negative phase and both are accompanied by current pulses. The charging process under ac excitation has already been discussed in our previous paper [10]. The charge depression effect due to surface roughening for ac voltage has been demonstrated also in the paper.

Experimental results for the case having conical sections on both ends of a cylindrical spacer are shown in Figure 11. In this graph, \( E_{ TJ} \) and \( E_g \) overlaps completely. In other words, there is no charging effect. The same conclusion can be drawn from observing that there is no pulse component in the current, which shows only the ac component.
Results showing the behavior of the charging, when the height of the conical part of spacers with conical shapes at both ends is varied, are shown in Figure 12. For conical base ($\alpha = 45^\circ$), $h_1 = 1$ mm is sufficient to prevent the charging effect. For conical cut ($\beta = 45^\circ$), it is seen that $h_1 = 3$ mm is needed to suppress the charging effect. As seen from the results in Figure 13, these methods succeed in raising the flashover voltage by a factor of more than 2, by controlling the charging effect. The same graph shows that the conical cut shape has somewhat higher flashover voltage than the conical base.

6 CONCLUSION

We have investigated the effect of partial mechanical processing of an insulator on reducing the charging in vacuum. The truncated frustum or chamfered section of only a few mm high is found to be effective to suppress the charging under ac and dc voltage excitations. We have also found that the method of roughening a part of an insulator surface to a few microns, besides being a particularly simple way, is also effective in controlling the charging effect to the same extent, or even better, than the method of modifying the insulator shape.

Recently, the method of roughening an insulator surface was found to be effective in the wide range of insulating distances between a few hundreds of $\mu$m to 50 mm [14]. In the future, we intend to work on the practical application of these research results to the development of more compact and reliable equipment.
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